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Abstract
The first edition of the guidelines for the use of ultrasound contrast agents was published in 2004, dealing with liver applications. The second
edition of the guidelines in 2008 reflected changes in the available contrast agents and updated the guidelines for the liver, as well as implementing
some nonliver applications. The third edition of the contrast‑enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) guidelines was the joint World Federation for
Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology‑European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (WFUMB‑EFSUMB) venture
in conjunction with other regional US societies such as Asian Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology, resulting in a
simultaneous duplicate on liver CEUS in the official journals of both WFUMB and EFSUMB in 2013. However, no guidelines were described
mainly for Sonazoid due to limited clinical experience only in Japan and Korea. The new proposed consensus statements and recommendations
provide general advice on the use of Sonazoid and are intended to create standard protocols for the use and administration of Sonazoid in
hepatic and pancreatobiliary applications in Asian patients and to improve patient management.
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Introduction
With increased use of Sonazoid® (Daiichi‑Sankyo, Tokyo,
Japan; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) in Asian
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countries, the need for Asian guidelines on the use of
contrast‑enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) using Sonazoid
has become apparent. The Korean Society of Ultrasound
in Medicine initiated discussions to create guidelines or
consensus statements for Sonazoid in CEUS with the Japanese
Society of Ultrasound in Medicine in 2019, in conjunction
with the Chinese Taipei Society of Ultrasound in Medicine,
recognizing the fact that ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) are
now licensed in Asian regions of the world, including Japan,
Korea, Taiwan, and China.
To produce a set of new CEUS hepatobiliary guidelines or
consensus statements, two meetings of 23 representatives and
experts from three Asian countries (Japan, Korea, and Taiwan)
were held in Korea in April and in Japan in May 2019 [Table 1].
Although a significant portion of the work was accomplished
at the meeting, the group continued to meet via conference
calls and at local meetings.
These consensus statements and recommendations are based
on comprehensive literature surveys, including results from
prospective clinical trials. On topics for which no significant
clinical study data were available, evidence was obtained
from expert committee reports or was based on the consensus
of experts in the field of ultrasound (US) and CEUS during
the consensus meetings. Quality of evidence and strength of
recommendations were assigned according to the Grading
of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and
Evaluation (GRADE) system[1] – for quality of evidence:
high (A), moderate (B), and low (C) and for strength of
recommendation: strong (1) and weak (2). The quality
of evidence and strength of each recommendation were
established by vote based on the criteria of the GRADE
system. In addition, all consensus statements were rated by
all participants on a scale of ten (1 lowest to 10 highest) and
averaged to show the agreement level, overall evidence level,
and recommendation level in numbers.
These consensus statements and recommendations provide
general advice on the use of Sonazoid. They may be used to
create standard protocols for the use and administration of
Sonazoid in hepatic and pancreatobiliary applications in Asian
patients and to improve patient management.

General Considerations
History
Contrast‑enhanced ultrasound and ultrasound contrast
agents

One of the first reports on the use of CEUS was in 1969, by
Gramiak and Shah, who performed echocardiography after
injection of agitated saline into a patient’s bloodstream. Since
then, many UCAs have been developed, including Albunex,
Echovist, Levovist, Definity, Sonovist, Echogen, Optison,
SonoVue, Imagent, Quantison, and Sonazoid.
Among these, the UCAs most popular in Asia for liver
imaging are Levovist, SonoVue, and Sonazoid. Levovist is a
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3. Portal vein thrombosis
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Chapter 4: Guiding intervention
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first‑generation UCA and is no longer used. SonoVue is widely
available in Europe and Asia and recently in North America
under the trade name of Lumason. Sonazoid is available in
Japan, Korea, Norway, Taiwan, Singapore, and China and is
expected to be available in the rest of Europe in the near future.
The commercially available UCAs are coated microbubbles
composed of gases with a higher molecular weight than
air, such as perfluorobutane, perfluorohexane, and sulfur
hexafluoride, stabilized by a shell consisting of phospholipid,
albumin, or polymer.

Perfluorobutane gas‑containing microbubble, Sonazoid

Sonazoid is composed of microbubbles of perfluorobutane
gas coated with hydrogenated egg phosphatidylserine
sodium (H‑EPSNa). This UCA was approved in 2007 in Japan,
in 2012 in Korea, in 2017 in Taiwan, and in 2018 in China
for imaging of focal liver lesions (FLLs). As an additional
indication, Sonazoid received approval in Japan in 2012 for
the imaging of focal breast lesions. After intravenous (IV)
injection, vascular distribution of Sonazoid occurs and the
agent is taken up by Kupffer cells.[2‑4] Therefore, hepatic
nodules can be evaluated in the vascular as well as the
postvascular (Kupffer) phases with this UCA. Masatoshi
Kudo from Japan developed an innovative Sonazoid‑based
method known as defect reperfusion imaging, which provides
improved accuracy for the diagnosis and treatment monitoring
of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC).[5,6]

Contrast‑enhanced ultrasound meetings in Asia

The first international CEUS meeting in Asia, the “International
Symposium on Ultrasound Contrast Imaging (ISUCI),” was
organized by Professors Fuminori Moriyasu and Shintaro
Beppu. The first meeting was held in Kyoto in 1999,
coinciding with the approval and launch of Levovist in Japan.
Subsequently, annual meetings were held in Tokyo and Osaka
alternately until 2008. Sonazoid was approved and launched
in Japan in 2007, when the ninth meeting was held in Osaka.
Another international CEUS meeting in Asia, the Asian
Congress of Ultrasound Contrast Imaging (ACUCI), was first
held in 2009 in Kunming, China, organized by Professor Min
Hwa Chen. Since then, the ACUCI meeting has been held
annually in different Asian cities. The second ACUCI was
held in Tokyo, Japan, in 2010; the third ACUCI in Kunming,
China, in 2011; the fourth ACUCI in Seoul, Korea, in 2012;
the fifth ACUCI in Taipei, Taiwan, in 2013; the sixth ACUCI in
Yokohama, Japan, in 2014; the seventh ACUCI in Guangzhou,
China, in 2015; the eighth ACUCI in Kyoto in 2016.
The ninth ACUCI was held in Taipei in 2017, in conjunction
with the World Federation for Ultrasound in Medicine and
Biology (WFUMB) congress, and the tenth ACUCI in
Korea (2018), in conjunction with the Asian Federation of
Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology congress.

Contrast‑enhanced ultrasound guidelines

CEUS has been widely used in Europe since the early 2000s. The
European Federation of Societies for Ultrasound in Medicine and
Journal of Medical Ultrasound ¦ Volume 28 ¦ Issue 2 ¦ April-June 2020

Biology (EFSUMB) published its first guideline in 2004. This
guideline was revised in 2008 and was propagated to Asia.[7,8]
The WFUMB began revising its CEUS guideline in 2010.
In February 2013, the WFUMB guideline was published
simultaneously in two journals, Ultrasound in Medicine and
Biology, the official journal of the WFUMB, and Ultraschall
in der Medizin, the official journal of the EFSUMB.[9‑11]
The number of publications in the field of CEUS is increasing
rapidly. According to a PubMed search in April 2019, more
than 8400 articles have been published. Among these, the
percentages of articles related to the liver and Sonazoid are
24% and 6%, respectively.[12]

Basics
Contrast imaging

Contrast imaging is a diagnostic imaging technique for
visualizing a region of interest with increased image
contrast. Major diagnostic imaging modalities, including
X‑ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and US imaging, have a contrast imaging
mode. However, the functions of UCAs are different because
the principles of the techniques are different.
A high‑molecular weight substance such as iodine is used
as a contrast agent for X‑ray and CT because of its strong
X‑ray absorption. For MRI, a paramagnetic metal ion such
as gadolinium is used to enhance the difference in relaxation
times of protons. In diagnostic US, microbubbles of a few
microns in diameter are used as a contrast agent. When
microbubbles oscillate under US exposure, they generate
specific backscattered US signals, in addition to the primary US
signal. Because the additional US signals from microbubbles
have a high amplitude and a specific signature compared to
those scattered from tissue, these microbubble agents are
referred to as UCA. Imaging of the backscattered US enables
an exquisitely detailed visualization of small vasculature
containing the contrast agent bubbles with high contrast.
Contrast images are still subject to various limitations, such
as frame rate, penetration depth, and spatial resolution, which
are due to the physical characteristics of US.

Ultrasound contrast agents

A UCA consists of a suspension of bubbles no more than
a few microns in diameter. After the UCA is injected IV,
the bubbles first pass through the pulmonary capillary
bed, after which they spread out into the entire body,
including the hepatic circulation. The bubbles must
therefore be smaller than the size of the red blood cells,
and their resonant size must correspond to US frequencies
in the clinical diagnostic range. Each bubble contains a
minimally diffusible gas, encapsulated within a coating
or shell that prevents diffusion of the gas. This enables
the bubbles to remain stable for long enough to allow
complete diagnostic imaging. Sonazoid is composed of
microbubbles of perfluorobutane encapsulated in a shell
of egg phosphatidylserine, allowing them to flow freely in
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the vascular bed before being taken up by Kupffer cells.[2]
The presence of the shell also changes the affinity of the
bubbles to surrounding cells. Bubbles phagocytized by
Kupffer cells have an extended lifetime of 10 min or more,
enabling postvascular phase (Kupffer phase) imaging.

Mechanical index as an index of bubble oscillation

The volumetric change during the bubble expansion under the
conditions of negative US pressure is larger than that during
bubble contraction under positive US pressure. The volumetric
changes also increase with increased duration of the negative
pressure. Since larger bubble oscillation causes higher risks
for biological tissue, the mechanical index (MI), defined by the
following equation, is used as a safety index for mechanical
effects of US exposure.[13]
MI = pr /

fc

where is Pr the peak negative pressure of a diagnostic US
pulse and f c is the center frequency of US pulse normalized
by 1 MHz.
For efficient and safe use of a contrast agent, a standardized
index that can quantify bubble oscillation is important. MI
is utilized for this purpose. However, clinical practitioners
should be aware that the index is sensitive neither to differences
in contrast agent type nor to spatial inhomogeneity of US
pressure.

Signals from oscillating bubbles

There is a large difference in the characteristic acoustic
impedance between contrast agent microbubbles and
biological tissue, namely, that irradiated microbubbles scatter
US at near‑100% efficiency. Under conditions in which the
microbubble’s radial change is sufficiently smaller than its
resting diameter, the radial change is linearly proportional
to the pressure change. This generates US with fundamental
frequency components that match those of the irradiating US.
Under conditions in which there is a larger diameter change, the
radius changes nonlinearly, causing the bubble to generate US
with harmonic and subharmonic frequency components that are
not originally present in the irradiating US. Under conditions
of even higher MIs, stronger bubble oscillation causes collapse
and subsequent fragmentation and coalescence of the bubble,
resulting in the generation of US‑containing short‑duration
wide‑band frequency components, including nonlinear ones.

Signals from biological tissue

Pulsed US that transmits through and is reflected by biological
tissue is used to generate diagnostic US images. Reflection
itself causes no change in frequency components of the
reflected US; however, nonlinear propagation caused by
the pressure‑dependent speed of sound produces different
frequency components, i.e., tissue harmonic components, that
are not originally present in the irradiating US.[14] This means
that images taken using higher MI US contain more harmonic
components.
62

Separation of bubble signal from tissue signal

Discrimination of a region containing contrast agent bubbles
from other biological tissues is achieved by separating a
weak bubble signal from a strong biological tissue signal.
Various techniques have been developed to achieve better
separation.[15‑17] Two basic techniques are: (i) frequency
filtering based on the difference in frequency components
and (ii) subtraction of signals captured using two transmitting
pulses with and without a phase inversion.
The quality of contrast images is degraded by the presence
of harmonic frequency components in the biological tissue
signal. Under conditions of exposure to lower MI (<0.3)
US, second‑generation and later‑generation UCAs provide a
sufficient oscillation and a detectable nonlinear signal, whereas
the natural harmonic components originating from biological
tissue are negligible. Determination of the optimum acoustic
pressure is important because the use of low‑intensity US also
decreases nonlinear oscillation of the bubbles. Nonlinearity
exists not only in acoustic phenomena, such as bubble oscillation
and US propagation, but also in signal conditioning of received
US signals.[18] Clinical practitioners should be aware of the
possibility of artifacts appearing in contrast images.

Terminology
Imaging phases

Sonazoid CEUS provides three vascular phases: the arterial
phase, the portal venous phase, and the late vascular phase (late
phase). In the liver, Sonazoid microbubbles are specifically
taken up by Kupffer cells,[2,4] leading to the observation of a
persistent enhancement during the postvascular phase (Kupffer
phase) for >10 min after Sonazoid injection. There exists
some overlap between the vascular phase and the postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase);[3] however, the diagnostic value of the
overlap has not yet been well established.

Enhancement features
Qualitative assessment

The imaging appearance of a region of interest should be
described with respect to the degree and distribution of
enhancement of each imaging phase and dynamic changes
in enhancement features. The degree of enhancement of an
observation is described as either hyperenhancing, isoenhancing,
or hypoenhancing in comparison to the adjacent normal
tissues.[9] Complete absence of enhancement can be described
as nonenhancing. For the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase),
the term “defect” can be used for nonenhancing or markedly
hypoenhancing observations, indicating a deficiency in
functioning Kupffer cells.[5] The distribution of enhancement
reflects the distribution of microbubbles within the region of
interest and enhancement can be reported as either diffuse
or focal, either homogeneous or heterogeneous, and either
rim‑like or nodular. By combining qualitative information
from the vascular phases, dynamic enhancement patterns can
be described using the following sets of terms:
• Wash‑in and wash‑out (hyperenhancement in the arterial
phase and hypoenhancement in the later phase)
Journal of Medical Ultrasound ¦ Volume 28 ¦ Issue 2 ¦ April-June 2020
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•

•

Sustained enhancement (continuous hyperenhancement
or isoenhancement over time), or progressive delayed
enhancement (hypoenhancement or isoenhancement in the
arterial phase and hyperenhancement in the later phase),
based on dynamic changes in the degree of enhancement
relative to the adjacent normal parenchyma
Centripetal (from periphery to center) or centrifugal (from
center to periphery) enhancement, based on temporal
direction of enhancement within the region of interest.

Quantitative assessment

Quantitative CEUS parameters reflecting tissue vascularity
can be obtained from time–intensity curve (TIC) analysis.[19,20]
The fitted TIC of a region of interest can be obtained on
a pixel‑by‑pixel basis using dedicated software. Common
parameters from TIC analysis include:
• Peak intensity (PI): Maximal signal intensity
• Time to peak (TTP): Time from the starting point to the
PI of the curve
• Rise time: TTP minus the time at which the maximum
slope tangent intersects the X‑axis
• Full width of half the maximum: Duration between two
time points of half of maximum intensity in the TIC
• Wash‑in rate: Maximum slope tangent at the ascending
part of the TIC
• Wash‑out rate: Maximum slope tangent at the descending
part of the curve
• Area under the curves (AUCs) including AUC during
wash‑in (WiAUC), AUC during wash‑out (WoAUC), and
WiAUC plus WoAUC.

Chapter 1: Technical Aspects
Pharmacokinetics

Sonazoid consists of microbubbles of perfluorobutane gas
encapsulated by an H‑EPSNa shell with a mean size of 2.6 μm.
It is administered as an IV bolus injection or as a continuous
infusion. After an IV administration, the microbubbles transit
through the pulmonary capillaries and reach the left ventricle
and then enter to the systemic circulation. For all tissues that
include the blood, liver, spleen, fat, kidney, muscle, heart,
lung and brain, the Cmax value was observed at 5–10 min after
the injection. Elimination half‑life is 30–45 min and most is
excreted through the lungs.[21] Sonazoid is phagocytosed by
Kupffer cells in the liver, which is responsible for postvascular
phase images.[2‑4] In a healthy volunteer study, the mean
arrival times of Sonazoid in the hepatic artery, portal vein,
and hepatic vein were 19.2, 24.3, and 32.2 s after the injection,
respectively.[3] Within 5 min after injection, liver parenchymal
enhancement reached a plateau and persisted for at least
2 h.[3] The average time to maximum intensity of the liver
parenchyma was about 40 min after the injection.[3]

Imaging techniques

Sonazoid CEUS is obtained with US systems, which are equipped
with the same software as that for other second‑generation
Journal of Medical Ultrasound ¦ Volume 28 ¦ Issue 2 ¦ April-June 2020

UCAs, such as contrast‑specific imaging (contrast imaging)
and tissue harmonic imaging (harmonic imaging). When
using contrast imaging, parameters such as modulation
methods (e.g., phase or amplitude modulation) and MI
levels (e.g., low or high MI) are decided depending upon the
different imaging techniques of Sonazoid CEUS. Harmonic
imaging can also be applied to Sonazoid CEUS under low MI.
Different imaging techniques have been developed for Sonazoid
CEUS and are characterized by different parameter settings. The
most popular technique is low‑MI contrast imaging. It is similar
to that for other second‑generation UCAs, in that it is conducted
with contrast imaging set at a low MI. Two alternative imaging
techniques, high‑MI contrast imaging and low‑MI harmonic
imaging, are considered useful under specific conditions.

Low‑mechanical index contrast imaging
Scanning method

With this technique, scanning is conducted at a low MI, using
a pulse inversion mode or amplitude modulation mode that
changes the amplitude or the phase of the emission phase
and receives nonlinear signals during continuous real‑time
scanning. The level of low MI in this technique usually ranges
from 0.2 to 0.3.[10,22‑37] However, the range of MI can be reduced
to 0.1[3,38‑41] and can be expanded to 0.4.[3] Typically, a higher MI
level can be used for Sonazoid than for other second‑generation
UCAs (as low as 0.05),[10] thanks to the specific resistance of
Sonazoid microbubbles to the acoustic pressure. The location
of the beam focus is set at the posterior margin of the liver and
the frame rate is around 10 and up to 15 per second.[22,26,31,42]

Imaging acquisition method

Imaging acquisition during the vascular phase is principally
similar to that of other second‑generation UCAs, in that the
vascular phase includes the arterial, portal venous, and late
phases, when microbubbles are confined to the vascular
space following IV UCA injection, with slow degradation
over 5 min.[10,26,43‑45] For the arterial phase, the time window
for imaging acquisition begins as early as 10–20 s,[10,37,40,45]
continues to 30–50 s for optimal timing,[10,31,37,38,40,45] and is
considered to last up to 1 min after UCA injection.[24,26,28,32,34,38,45]
Nonlinear signals during this phase reflect the arterial
enhancement of an organ or a lesion, providing information
on its arterial supply or vascularity. The portal venous phase
starts from 30 to 50 s,[10,40,42,45] continues to 80–90 s for optimal
timing,[26,31,37,38] and is considered to last until 2 min after UCA
injection.[10,24‑26,37,38,40,42,45] The late vascular phase continues
after the portal venous phase and is defined to last until
microbubbles disappear from the vascular space.[10,31,38,40,45]
Depending upon the study design, the portal and/or late
vascular phases are not necessarily obtained within the three
parts of the vascular phase.[22‑25,27‑29,32‑37,41,42,46‑48]
Following the late vascular phase, an additional and specific
phase is available with Sonazoid CEUS, and this is referred
to as the postvascular phase.[2,4,49] The postvascular phase
follows the late vascular phase, and the corresponding
imaging acquisition window is generally considered to begin
63
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10 min after the contrast injection when microbubbles are
sufficiently accumulated in the Kupffer cells by phagocytosis
and are nearly removed from circulation; this phase persists for
several hours.[22,24‑26,28,29,31‑34,40‑42,45,46,50] Most malignant lesions
become hypoechoic from the portal phase to the postvascular
phase, whereas most benign hepatocyte‑origin lesions are
iso‑ or hyper‑echoic during these phases. These differences
are advantageous for characterizing lesions.[51‑53] In particular,
malignant lesions such as HCC appear as a nonenhancing or
hypoenhancing defect in this phase due to intralesion depletion
of the Kupffer cells; this property further increases Sonazoid
CEUS diagnostic performance, making it comparable with
gadolinium ethoxybenzyl diethylenetriamine pentaacetic
acid (Gd‑EOB‑DTPA)‑enhanced MRI.[22,51,54,55]

Injection method

Injection methods for the second‑generation UCAs are
vendor‑specific and application‑specific, and product package
inserts should be consulted. The vendor‑recommended dose for
Sonazoid CEUS of the liver is 0.015 mL/kg (body weight) of the
suspension, which is equivalent to 0.12 μL/kg (body weight) of
Sonazoid microbubbles, and is prepared by mixing one vial of
Sonazoid powder (16 μL) and 2 mL of distilled water.[42,45] The
suspension is IV administered as a bolus through the antecubital
vein, followed by a flush of normal saline or 5% glucose
solution (up to 10 mL). Due to the improved sensitivity of recent
US systems in detecting microbubbles, injection dose can be
reduced to a fixed dose of 0.2–0.7 mL[22,24,25,31,32,37,45] or to a body
weight‑based dose of 0.0075–0.010 mL/kg.[23,27‑30,33‑36,40‑42,45,47]
Defect reperfusion imaging or double contrast US, a
sophisticated injection method using Sonazoid, has been
introduced for more accurate diagnosis, localization, and
treatment guidance and involves reinjection of Sonazoid
during the postvascular phase.[5,6,56,57] If a hypoechoic defect is
seen during the postvascular phase after the first IV injection
of Sonazoid, it can be confirmed as HCC if it shows arterial
enhancement following the second injection of Sonazoid
during the postvascular phase of the first injection.[5,6,56,57]

Options for the evaluation of tumor vessels

With low‑MI contrast imaging, detailed observation of tumor
vessels is possible only for a short duration of the early arterial
phase, as they rapidly become obscured due to simultaneous
enhancement of the liver parenchyma. Maximum‑intensity
projection imaging (e.g., Microvascular Flow Imaging®) is
an imaging technique that combines the flash replenishment
sequence obtained by short US exposure of high MI in a fixed
plane that contains a hepatic lesion (to burst the microbubbles
in that plane) with the maximum intensity holding sequence
obtained by that of low MI in the same plane. This technique
is useful for evaluating tumor vessels in detail.[39,58,59]

Alternative imaging techniques
High‑mechanical index contrast imaging

Compared to the low‑MI contrast imaging technique, high‑MI
contrast imaging is more sensitive for detecting Sonazoid
64

microbubbles[60] and therefore is better for evaluating tumor
vessels and enhancement during the postvascular phase.[61,62]
Low‑MI contrast imaging may give rise to difficulty in
differentiating necrotic areas from viable areas of HCCs
during the postvascular phase, because both areas may
appear as defects, even though the viable areas contain tumor
vessels.[61] As with stimulated acoustic emission imaging
in the late vascular phase of parenchymal enhancement
of the liver with SH U 508A (Levovist, Schering AG,
Berlin, Germany),[63] when using high‑MI contrast imaging,
recirculation of Sonazoid microbubbles gushing into tumor
vessels of the viable area can be detected better after
Sonazoid microbubbles within and around the tumor are
destroyed during intermittent scanning, whereas Sonazoid
microbubbles will not be seen in the necrotic areas.[61,64] To
easily destroy Sonazoid microbubbles within and around a
tumor, intermittent scanning at 2 frames per second under
high MI (0.7–1.2) is recommended with a reduced dose of
0.2 mL.[37,61,62]
Hyperechoic lesions may not appear as a defect in the
postvascular phase under the low‑MI contrast imaging mode,
compared with background signals. However, high‑MI contrast
imaging is more sensitive than low‑MI contrast imaging for
detecting hypervascular HCCs as a defect in patients with
hyperechoic lesions during the postvascular phase. [37,65]
Deep‑seated lesions around 10–12 cm or over 10 cm from the
skin surface may be poorly observed under low‑MI contrast
imaging due to US attenuation. High‑MI contrast imaging is
therefore useful for evaluating tumor vascularity or identifying
defects corresponding to deep‑seated lesions.[37,66]

Three‑dimensional contrast‑enhanced ultrasound

High‑MI contrast imaging prolongs the observation time
for tumor vessels and enables clear tumor enhancement
by eliminating microbubbles in the microvessels. This
capability allows automatic acquisition of three‑dimensional
CEUS of hepatic lesions with a high MI (0.5–0.9) of
8–13 frames per second.[67‑72] Tomographic US images and
sonographic angiograms are useful for three‑dimensional
vascular characterization and differential diagnosis of
hepatic tumors with improved diagnostic performance.[67‑70]
This imaging technique can also be useful for evaluating the
effects of locoregional therapy for HCCs by offering unique
three‑dimensional visualization.[71,72]

Low‑mechanical index harmonic imaging

Low‑MI harmonic imaging is obtained using conventional
gray‑scale US images combined with a newly developed
transducer, which consists of wide‑band phase inversion
harmonic gray‑scale imaging, and provides a high spatial
resolution and deep penetration with high frame rates of
24–30 frames per second.[48,73‑75] Using this transducer, once
the target lesion is detected, the MI can be reduced to around
0.18–0.28 manually. Subsequently, Sonazoid injection can
provide a detailed evaluation of tumor vessels and tumor
staining in real time, owing to the high frame rate.
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CQ1: Is defect reperfusion imaging useful?
Consensus Statement #1
Defect reperfusion imaging is useful for accurate diagnosis,
localization, and treatment guidance of HCC. (A‑1)
(Agreement level 9.1, evidence level 7.8, recommendation
level 8.7)
CQ2: Is high MI‑contrast imaging useful?
Consensus Statement #2
It can be useful for differentiating necrotic areas from the
viable areas of HCC and evaluating hyperechoic lesions and
deep‑seated lesions. (B‑1)
(Agreement level 8.1, evidence level 7.0, recommendation
level 7.9)

Chapter 2: Detection of Focal Liver Lesions
Focal hepatic lesions

Detection of FLLs is the initial step in the management
of HCC. Imaging diagnosis of HCC is usually based on
the observation of hemodynamic hallmark features from
dynamic vascular phase imaging with nonorgan‑specific
extracellular contrast agents, regardless of imaging modality.
In the 21st century, various liver‑specific contrast agents have
been used in clinical practice and have expanded the range of
diagnosis. Sonazoid, a liver‑specific contrast agent for US,
allows imaging in the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
as well as the dynamic vascular phases. This postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase) contrast enhancement provides a
stable time window of >60 min, which allows enough time
for the examination of the entire liver. In contrast to other
UCAs, Sonazoid has a unique potential to be used for the
detection of HCC in various settings, including disease
surveillance.
Kudo et al. reported results from a prospective study using
Sonazoid CEUS with a reinjection technique in HCC
surveillance.[6] In 292 patients under HCC surveillance, they
found 16 additional HCCs on CEUS that were not detected
on B‑mode US. A prospective randomized controlled trial
conducted in Japan clearly showed the ability of Sonazoid
CEUS to depict significantly smaller lesions (mean ± standard
deviation [SD]: 13.0 ± 4.1 mm) than B‑mode US (mean ± SD:
16.7 ± 4.1 mm) (P = 0.011).[76] However, the cost–benefit
balance and survival benefit of Sonazoid CEUS for the early
detection of HCC are still controversial.
In a liver segment‑based retrospective analysis using dynamic
CT as a reference standard, Goto et al. reported rather
mediocre detection sensitivity of Sonazoid CEUS compared
with B‑mode US; 0.732 (90/123) and 0.831 (93/123) versus
0.837 (103/123) and 0.846 (104/123), respectively. [30]
However, the specificity of Sonazoid CEUS was significantly
higher than that of B‑mode US, 0.982 (272/277) and
0.978 (271/277) versus 0.892 (247/277) and 0.949 (263/277).
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Similar trends were observed in prospectively collected
data from five tertiary centers in Korea.[77,78] The detection
rate of early‑stage HCC of Sonazoid CEUS was 1.0%
(95% CI: 0.3%–2.2%; 5 of 524 patients) and that of B‑mode
US was 0.6% (95% CI: 0.1%–1.7%; 3 of 524 patients),
without a statistically significant difference (P = 0.16).
However, the false referral rate with Sonazoid CEUS was
1.3% (95% CI: 0.5%–2.7%; 7 of 524 patients) and that
with B‑mode US was 4.6% (95% CI: 3.0%–6.7%; 24 of
524 patients), which was statistically significant (P < 0.001).
Sonazoid CEUS did not improve the detection rate of
early‑stage HCC but did reduce the false referral rate for HCC
in patients under HCC surveillance.[78]
The results for higher specificity or lower false referral rate
with Sonazoid CEUS are consistent across all the studies that
have been conducted to date. Considering that a substantial
proportion of patients with cirrhosis experience physical harm
for false‑positive or indeterminate surveillance tests, efforts
should be made to reduce false referrals.[79,80] There are many
regenerative or dysplastic nodules (DNs) in the cirrhotic liver
tissue, resulting in a high rate of false‑positive diagnosis
using B‑mode US. Kupffer cells are usually preserved in
these nodules, which makes a clear case for the benefit of
Sonazoid CEUS in reducing false referral, compared with
B‑mode US.[55]
CQ3: Can surveillance by Sonazoid CEUS be used in the
detection of small HCCs in cirrhotic patients?
Consensus Statement #3
Sonazoid CEUS with postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
can be used in the detection of small HCC (not early HCC)
in HCC surveillance, especially in patients with very coarse
liver parenchyma. (B‑2)
(Agreement level 8.0, evidence level 7.3, recommendation
level 7.4)
CQ4: Is Sonazoid CEUS useful in the detection of FLLs,
which are not detected by B‑mode US?
Consensus Statement #4
Sonazoid CEUS is useful to detect FLLs including HCC or
metastasis. (A‑1)
(Agreement level 8.9, evidence level 9.4, recommendation
level 8.9)
CQ5: What is the effect of adding Sonazoid‑enhanced US to
B‑mode US in patients under HCC surveillance?
Consensus Statement #5
Addition of Sonazoid‑enhanced US to B‑mode US can reduce
false referrals for dynamic CT or MRI in patients under HCC
surveillance. (B‑2)
(Agreement level 7.8, evidence level 7.1, recommendation
level 7.3)
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Intraoperative ultrasound
Background

In intraoperative US (IOUS) with laparotomy, the US probe
can be placed directly on the liver capsule, via the laparotomy
incision, avoiding interference from surrounding skin, fat, and
muscle tissue. IOUS is therefore more sensitive for detecting
FLLs than transabdominal US.[81] Furthermore, IOUS may
facilitate liver parenchymal transection by allowing surgeons
to visualize the relationships among the tumors, intrahepatic
vessels, and transection lines.[82] IOUS thus has become an
essential tool for liver surgery. The advent of UCAs has enabled
contrast‑enhanced IOUS (CE‑IOUS), which adds to the utility
of intraoperative use of US.

10%–20% of all patients undergoing HCC resection[84] or
colorectal liver metastasis resection. [85] Even very small
tumors with 2 mm in diameter can be identified with CE‑IOUS
despite not being detected at preoperative imaging with
Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced MRI and/or IOUS. During surgery
for HCC, the vascularity of such new FLLs identified during
the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase) can be evaluated using
the defect reperfusion technique.
Third, postvascular phase (Kupffer phase) CE‑IOUS may be
able to detect and facilitate resection of disappearing tumors
of colorectal liver metastases after effective chemotherapy that
are missed at preoperative imaging.[86]

A dedicated US transducer for the intraoperative setting,
which is small enough to be handled with two fingers, is used
for both noncontrast IOUS and CE‑IOUS. Both linear and
convex transducers can be used; the former provides somewhat
superior contrast and spatial resolution, whereas the latter can
provide a wider field of view and is easier to handle. In general,
the IOUS machine and ultrasonography mode settings are
similar to those used for transabdominal US.

Fourth, CE‑IOUS may be used as a navigation tool during
the liver parenchymal transection; surgeons can obtain clear
images of tumors as defects and can recognize the relationships
among the transection line, major vessels, and the tumor
simultaneously. This utility of CE‑IOUS is most apparent when
a tumor is poorly visualized by nonenhanced IOUS. Because
the contrast effect of the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
lasts for over an hour, sometimes several hours, CE‑IOUS
can perform this role during the entire resection procedure.
Attenuation of contrast effect can be overcome by an additional
injection of Sonazoid.

Contrast‑enhanced intraoperative ultrasound technique

Supported use in anatomical hepatic resection

Instruments for contrast‑enhanced intraoperative
ultrasound

Following a laparotomy and minimal liver mobilization,
conventional B‑mode IOUS is performed to confirm tumor
staging with reference to preoperative images. Sometimes,
new FLLs that have not been identified in preoperative
imaging are found by IOUS, and subsequently, CE‑IOUS
is useful for characterizing these FLLs. A peripheral venous
injection of 0.5 mL of Sonazoid mixture (commercially
recommended ratio) is usually selected. The detailed
methods of vascular and postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
imaging are almost the same as for transabdominal CEUS.
During the waiting time between the vascular phase and
the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase), usually around
10–15 min, additional liver mobilization or cholecystectomy
can be performed; however, division of hepatic arteries
or portal veins should be avoided to obtain full contrast
effects in the liver. As with transabdominal CEUS, defect
reperfusion imaging is useful in CE‑IOUS for further
characterization of the FLLs.

Sonazoid can be injected into the intrahepatic portal
venous branch to estimate the volume which is fed by the
target portal branch. Surgeons can confirm that injected
microbubble is correctly perfused into the targeted segments
and thereby can determine the transection lines by following
the border of the segments of the liver surface.[87,88] This
technique is useful for accurate anatomical hepatic resection.
Furthermore, surgeons can determine whether the tumor
is completely contained within their proposed anatomical
hepatic resection.
CQ6: What is the advantage of the use of Sonazoid CE‑IOUS?
Consensus Statement #6
CE‑IOUS can clearly depict liver tumors and identify
new tumors that have not been detected at preoperative
imaging. (A‑1)

Image interpretation

(Agreement level 9.0, evidence level 7.9, recommendation
level 8.9)

Recommended use

Chapter 3: Characterization of Focal Liver
Lesions

Characterization of the FLLs is the same as that for
extracorporeal CEUS.
First, vascular phase and postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
CE‑IOUS may be used for final characterization for FLLs that
were either indeterminate at preoperative imaging or newly
identified during nonenhanced IOUS.[83,84]
Second, whole‑liver screening during the postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase) enables the identification of a new
tumor as a contrast defect; this has been reported in around
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In noncirrhotic liver
Background

Because Sonazoid microbubbles are taken up in Kupffer
cells in the hepatic sinusoid,[2,4] normal parenchyma or focal
hepatic lesions that contain Kupffer cells will present with
bright enhancement on the postvascular (Kupffer phase)
imaging (10 min or later). Conversely, hepatic tumors in which
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tumor cells replace both Kupffer cells and hepatic sinusoid cells
show enhancement defects in the postvascular phase imaging.
Therefore, the interpretation of findings in the postvascular
phase imaging in patients without cirrhosis is dependent on
the presence of Kupffer cells in focal hepatic disease.

Benign hepatic diseases
Hemangioma

Like other UCAs, Sonazoid exhibits peripheral rim
enhancement (45%) and peripheral nodular enhancement (43%)
patterns in hemangiomas and filling in a centripetal
direction in the vascular phase. In an observational study,
classification (diagnostic) accuracy for hemangioma was
93.3%.[89] In addition, postvascular phase imaging exhibits
isoenhancement or slight hypoenhancement relative to
surrounding liver parenchyma.[44,90] In a case report on diagnosis
of sclerosed hemangioma, postvascular phase imaging showed
a defective lesion similar to hepatic malignancy, such as
intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and metastasis; the
findings indicated that reinjection of a contrast agent could
help discriminate such contrast defects from malignancy as
hyalinized tissue was not enhanced.[91]

Focal nodular hyperplasia

Focal nodular hyperplasia (FNH) is a benign hepatic lesion that
is often an incidental finding. In a study comparing Kupffer
cell numbers in different types of hepatic tumors, the number
of Kupffer cells in FNH was significantly greater on average
than that in HCC, especially in HCC with moderate or poor
cellular differentiation.[51] In Sonazoid CEUS for the evaluation
of FNH, 24 of 31 lesions (77.4%) displayed pathognomonic
imaging patterns such as central artery and stellate vascularity.
In most cases (93.5%), postvascular phase imaging revealed a
isoechoic or slightly hyperechoic appearance compared with
the surrounding liver parenchyma.[26]

Adenoma

Hepatocellular adenoma (HCA) is a benign tumor which
frequently bleeds and rarely transforms into HCC.
Histologically, there are four subtypes of HCA: inflammatory;
hepatocyte nuclear factor (HNF) 1α‑inactivated;
Wnt/β‑catenin‑associated; and unclassified subtype, from
most to least common.[92] In a CEUS study using SonoVue,[93]
HNF1α‑inactivated HCA showed isovascularity or moderate
hypervascularity in the arterial phase and isoenhancement
in the portal venous phase. In contrast, inflammatory HCA
showed features of centripetal filling, linear vascularity,
peripheral rim‑like sustained enhancement, and central
wash‑out in the late vascular phase. Unfortunately, there are no
Sonazoid CEUS studies on imaging findings in HCA, except
for a case report on inflammatory HCA.[94] In this report,
Sonazoid CEUS showed mild global hyperenhancement
with inflow of microbubbles from the tumor periphery in the
arterial phase, persistent enhancement in the portal venous
phase, and mild heterogeneous hypoenhancement in the
postvascular phase.
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Focal fatty change

Focal fatty change, either fat infiltration or fatty sparing, may
appear as masses on baseline US. Differential diagnosis is
important, especially in patients with underlying malignant
disease or with an atypical location of suspected focal fatty
changes. Sonazoid CEUS shows isoenhancement throughout
all phases.[20]

Liver abscess

Liver abscesses show varied appearance on the baseline US.
In contrast, most liver abscesses show peripheral enhancement
in the vascular phase and unenhanced central areas in the
postvascular phase. The appearance of liver abscesses is clearer
on Sonazoid CEUS than on conventional US.[95]

Other benign lesions

Cysts show no contrast enhancement at all. Sonazoid CEUS
is not necessary for simple cysts but is useful to evaluate
complicated or atypical cysts. If only postvascular phase
images are available, cysts can mimic malignant liver lesions
by showing discrete defects.[20]
Hepatic angiomyolipoma (AML) is a rare benign mesenchymal
tumor with heterogeneous echogenicity on baseline US.
Sonazoid CEUS shows arterial hyperenhancement and
contrast defect in the postvascular phase, falsely suggesting
malignancy.[96] In the case of fat‑containing AML which shows
strong hyperechogenicity on baseline US, it might be difficult
to observe the contrast defect in the postvascular phase.
Inflammatory pseudotumor is a rare disease whose definitive
diagnosis is usually made at surgery and biopsy. Sonazoid
CEUS shows isoenhancement in the early vascular phase and
hypoenhancement in the postvascular phase, which is difficult
to distinguish from malignant tumors.[97]

Malignant hepatic diseases
Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma

ICC is relatively rare and comprises 3%–7% of primary liver
cancers. The Liver Cancer Study Group of Japan has proposed
a classification of ICC based on macroscopic features:
mass‑forming, periductal infiltrating, and intraductal, or mixed
mass‑forming, and periductal infiltrating.[98] Approximately
80% of ICCs are classified as the mass‑forming type.
The major characteristics of ICC on B‑mode US are dilated
distal bile duct and irregular tumor border. The enhancement
patterns of ICC on Sonazoid CEUS are rim‑like enhancement
in the early arterial phase followed by complete defect in the
postvascular phase.[48,99,100] ICC can show inhomogeneous
enhancement during the arterial phase, such as rim‑like
enhancement (44.4%), inhomogeneous enhancement (11.1%),
or inhomogeneous hypoenhancement (44.4%).[101] These
dynamic findings are mostly overlapped with those of liver
metastases.

Metastasis

Since most metastatic lesions that do not contain Kupffer cells
appear as clear lesion defects, in contrast to the background
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of normal parenchyma that shows hyperenhancement on the
postvascular phase, workup testing for hepatic metastasis is a
reasonable indication for Sonazoid CEUS.[48,62] The diagnostic
performance of Sonazoid CEUS is higher than that of
B‑mode US[90,102] and comparable to that of contrast‑enhanced
CT (CECT); [103] however, it is not better than those of
superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO)‑enhanced MRI and
Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced MRI.[103] Like an ICC, rim‑like
arterial phase hyperenhancement appears in the peripheral
portions of the tumor, and wash‑out follows it earlier than that
of HCC.[104] In the postvascular phase, metastatic lesions are
clearly demarcated and more hypoenhanced, compared with
benign lesions.

visualized as defects in the postvascular phase. An additional
contrast agent injection is performed to confirm tumor vessel
flow in the defect, a technique known as defect reperfusion
imaging.[109] Defect reperfusion US imaging can be helpful
to detect malignant nodules that are missed on B‑mode US,
such as small HCC or recurrent HCC. However, the liver
parenchyma often has a coarse appearance of being diffusely
atrophied on US in patients with severe cirrhosis. Depletion
and/or impaired function of the Kupffer cells are often observed
in patients with severe liver cirrhosis. Therefore, detection
and differentiation of benign or malignant FLLs on a cirrhotic
background can be a challenge.

Lymphoma

The malignant transformation of hepatocytes to HCC is a
multistep process associated with genetic mutations, allelic
losses, epigenetic alterations, and perturbation of molecular
cellular pathways.[110,111] The phenotypic expression of these
changes accompanies HCC development spatially and
temporally and can manifest as precursor lesions, termed
DNs. In the course of hepatocarcinogenesis, these nodules
show a malignant transformation to HCC with a shift in
vascular supply from the portal vein to the hepatic artery and
an increase in size.

Lymphoma shows homogeneous hypoechogenicity on baseline
US. On Sonazoid CEUS, lymphomas show early homogenous
hyperenhancement and early wash‑out in the vascular phase
and defect in the postvascular phase.[105]
CQ7: Can Sonazoid CEUS diagnose common benign focal
lesions in patients with noncirrhotic liver?
Consensus Statement #7
Sonazoid CEUS enables diagnosis of common benign focal
lesions such as hemangioma, FNH, or focal fatty deposit. (B‑1)

Hepatocarcinogenesis

Sonazoid CEUS enables diagnosis of malignant focal lesions
such as ICC and metastasis. (B‑1)

In the early stages of hepatocarcinogenesis, such as
DNs and early HCCs, hepatocytes show increased fat
accumulation compared to that of the background liver.[112]
The incidence of fat accumulation is increased in DNs
and early HCC. The mechanism of fat accumulation in
early hepatocarcinogenesis is presumed to be due to the
deficient development of unpaired arteries and reduction of
portal venous and nontumoral arterial flow, which induces
intracellular fat accumulation in an ischemic/hypoxic
environment.[113]

(Agreement level 8.2, evidence level 7.7, recommendation
level 8.5)

Characterization of focal liver lesions
Hepatocellular carcinoma

(Agreement level 8.6, evidence level 8.1, recommendation
level 8.9)
CQ8: Can Sonazoid CEUS diagnose malignant focal lesions
in patients with noncirrhotic liver?
Consensus Statement #8

In cirrhotic liver
Background

Risk factors for primary liver cancers such as HCC or
ICC include hepatitis B or hepatitis C infection, cirrhosis,
nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, and diabetes mellitus.[106] Annual
incidence rates of HCC show an increasing trend in patients
with developing cirrhosis.[107] Therefore, US surveillance of
patients with chronic liver disease is essential (1) to improve
early tumor detection and diagnosis of liver cancers and (2) to
provide an opportunity for curative treatment.

Sonazoid contrast‑enhanced ultrasound imaging for
cirrhotic patients

US imaging investigation starts with conventional B‑mode and
Doppler techniques, and the characteristics of B‑mode images
and dynamics of lesion enhancement can be used to diagnose
FLLs.[108] Interpretation of dynamic enhancement imaging is
based on the patterns observed in the vascular and postvascular
phases.[108] Hepatic malignancies, including HCCs, are mostly
68

The characteristics of classical HCC on B‑mode US are a mosaic
pattern, septum formation, peripheral sonolucency (halo), and
perinodular daughter nodule formation.[108] Color Doppler
imaging demonstrates arterial pulsating flows, such as basket
pattern flow and “spot” pattern flow; these patterns reflect the
presence of a fine network of arterial vessels surrounding the
tumor nodules.[108]
The typical dynamic enhancement patterns of HCC are
hyperenhancement in the arterial phase, followed by
iso/hypoenhancement in the portal phase and defects in
the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase).[10,108] In more than
97% of cases, this pattern corresponds to HCC.[48,99] Arterial
hyperenhancement usually appears homogeneous but may be
heterogeneous in larger nodules (>3 cm), which contain regions
of necrosis. Rim enhancement is atypical for HCC.

Early hepatocellular carcinoma

Early HCC lesions can be composed mainly of
well‑differentiated HCC, and nonexpansive growth of early
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HCC can often result in a poorly demarcated margin. Early
HCC lesions often exhibit fatty changes, and diffuse fat
accumulation is manifested in 40% of early HCCs. Major
US characteristics of early HCC are as follows: homo‑/
heterogeneous hyperechoic mass lesions and nodule‑in‑nodule
appearance.[48,99,100,114,115] A nodule‑in‑nodule appears as a
hypoechoic spot within a hyperechoic mass lesion. On US
screening for HCC, these features are often seen in HCC
nodules that measure 11–20 mm in diameter.
On Sonazoid CEUS, arterial hypovascularity with portal
blood supply is generally present in early HCC. In cases with
a nodule‑in‑nodule appearance, hyperenhanced HCC nodules
indicate well‑differentiated HCC with fatty changes, whereas
inner hypoenhanced spots indicate moderately differentiated
HCC without fatty changes. Therefore, hypervascular foci
appear within a hypovascular nodule.
Kupffer cells can remain inside DNs and early HCC lesions,
which contain blood spaces more similar to normal sinusoids.
The differentiation between a DN and early HCC is difficult
because neither show clear defects in the postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase). However, hypovascular nodules that
are hypoenhanced in the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase)
may be diagnosed as early HCCs.[116]

Dysplastic nodule

DNs show inhomogeneous and reticular patterns of
hypervascularity in the early arterial phase, followed by
isoenhancing or slightly hypoenhancing appearance in the portal
phase to the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase).[48,99,100,114‑116]
However, differentiating between high‑grade DN and early HCC
with imaging is challenging, even when using Sonazoid CEUS.

Regenerative nodule

Regenerating nodules show iso/hypovascular enhancement
in the vascular phase with no apparent Kupffer cell
defect.[48,99,100,114‑116]

Monitoring changes in enhancement patterns

An inconclusive CEUS pattern does not rule out malignancy
and should prompt dynamic CT or MRI. If these are also
inconclusive, a biopsy is needed. If this is negative, the nodule
should be followed up every 3–4 months, and if it enlarges or
the enhancement pattern changes, diagnostic investigations
should be resumed.[117]
CQ9: Is CEUS useful to evaluate nodules during
hepatocarcinogenesis such as DN, early HCC, or HCC?
Consensus Statement #9‑1

(Agreement level 8.1, evidence level 7.6, recommendation
level 7.9)
CQ10: Is CEUS useful to diagnose non‑HCC malignancies
including ICC or metastasis in patient with cirrhotic liver?
Consensus Statement #10
CEUS is useful to diagnose non‑HCC malignancies including
ICC or metastasis. (B‑1) (Agreement level 8.5, evidence level
7.5, recommendation level 8.3)

Portal vein thrombosis

Portal vein thrombosis (PVT) is a common complication of
portal hypertension, characterized by a complete or partial
obstruction of the portal blood flow.[118] The prevalence of PVT
is approximately 1% in the general population at necropsy and
0.6%–26% in patients with cirrhosis.[118] The presence of PVT
may be associated with the worsening of liver function and
severity of portal hypertension. Portal vein tumor thrombus
is a separate entity and should be clearly differentiated from
bland PVT. The typical pattern reported is that of retrograde
intrathrombus arterial enhancement.[119,120] Diagnostic accuracy
with SonoVue for differentiating between bland and malignant
PVT is over 90%, 92.5% by Tarantino et al.,[121] and 93.3%
by Song et al.[122] Similarly, for differentiating bland from
malignant PVT in patients with HCC, Definity imaging shows
100% sensitivity and 100% negative predictive value.[123]
However, there is no enough evidence with Sonazoid for
this application. Recent studies suggested that Sonazoid may
help select potential candidates for anticoagulation in patients
suffering from PVT by supporting prediction of therapeutic
effect.[124,125] As for prediction of the outcome of anticoagulation,
positive contrast enhancement with Sonazoid in the PVT
suggests successful recanalization.[124] This enhancement is
observed at the portal venous phase, but not at the arterial phase.

Macroscopic classification
Background

Nodular HCC can be subclassified as “simple nodular
type (SN),” “simple nodular type with extranodular
growth (SNEG),” and “confluent multinodular type (CM).”[126]
The risk of developing malignancy increases with stepwise
progression from SN to CM, correlating with the changes in
pathological features, from moderate to poor differentiation.
Non‑SN is a factor indicating poor prognosis in patients with
HCC.[127,128] Assessment of macroscopic type provides valuable
information for the management of HCC.

Technical aspects and diagnostic features

Consensus Statement #9‑2

HCCs are visualized as defects in the postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase), and the shape of the defect can be
evaluated with whole‑tumor scanning. SN‑, SNEG‑, or
CM‑type HCCs can be defined as tumors showing a clear round
shape, one or more perinodular tumor growths, or a cluster of
small and confluent nodules, respectively.

CEUS can be useful for characterization of DN and early
HCC. (B‑1)

Sonazoid CEUS can provide high‑quality imaging assessment
for determining the macroscopic classification of small

CEUS is useful to evaluate overt HCC. (A‑1)
(Agreement level 9.5, evidence level 9.1, recommendation
level 9.2)
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nodular HCCs and is more reliable for this evaluation than
CECT.[42,129,130] The diagnostic capability of Sonazoid CEUS
in the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase) is similar to that of
MRI with an SPIO[47] or Gd‑EOB‑DTPA.[131] However, the
diagnosis of macroscopic findings with individual modalities
has limitations. Combined diagnosis with CEUS and
Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced MRI may provide high diagnostic
ability.
CQ11: Is Sonazoid CEUS useful for the prediction of
macroscopic classification of HCC?

Sonazoid open a longer time window that is sufficient to properly
select the route and precisely perform a biopsy. This is in contrast
to the limited time window during the vascular phase imaging
with other intravascular UCAs, although there is a paucity of
data comparing Sonazoid to other intravascular UCAs. CEUS
can be helpful to improve the quality of biopsy specimens by
avoiding necrotic areas.[139] This is because vascular phase
images enable operators to differentiate vascularized areas of
targets from necrotic areas.[139,140]
CQ12: Is Sonazoid CEUS helpful to perform liver biopsy?

Consensus Statement #11

Consensus Statement #12

Sonazoid CEUS is useful to predict macroscopic classification
of HCC. (B‑1)

Sonazoid CEUS improves target lesion visibility and the
technical success rate of biopsy when biopsy targets are poorly
visualized in conventional B‑mode US. (A‑1)

(Agreement level 7.8, evidence level 7.0, recommendation
level 7.4)

Chapter 4: Guiding Intervention
Biopsy

When performing percutaneous biopsy for focal hepatic
lesions, US has several advantages over CT and MRI. These
include real‑time imaging, multiplanar imaging, no ionizing
radiation, portability, fast and inexpensive examination, and
the ability to visualize critical structures such as large blood
vessels.[132,133] However, one of the main challenges during
US‑guided biopsy is poor lesion conspicuity on conventional
B‑mode US.[134] When biopsy targets are not well depicted or
not visualized on conventional B‑mode US, the use of Sonazoid
can be helpful to enhance the visualization of targets.[53,135,136]
Lesion detection rates were significantly improved during
the vascular phase (84.0%) and postvascular phase (Kupffer
phase) (92.3%) in comparison to conventional B‑mode
US (77.3%).[136]
One study demonstrated that the technical success rate of
Sonazoid CEUS (92.3%) was significantly higher than that
of conventional B‑mode US (76.8%).[53] To the best of our
knowledge, this is the only study to compare the technical
success rate of biopsy between Sonazoid CEUS and
conventional B‑mode US. One limitation of this study was that
the choice of B‑mode US and Sonazoid CEUS was based on
the operator’s decision, and not based on the predetermined
criteria. The reported technical success rates on Sonazoid
CEUS ranges from 87.6% to 92.3%; these numbers are quite
high considering that biopsy cannot be even attempted without
the use of Sonazoid.[53,135,136]
Fusion imaging can also help address issues with poor
visualization using conventional B‑mode US.[137,138] The
combination of fusion imaging and CEUS can be a powerful
tool to improve lesion conspicuity and technical feasibility of
liver biopsy.[135] In addition to better lesion conspicuity, Sonazoid
CEUS is beneficial in terms of long‑lasting visibility during the
postvascular phase (Kupffer phase). The unique postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase) imaging capabilities available only with
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(Agreement level 8.9, evidence level 7.4, recommendation
level 9.1)

Interventional tumor ablation
Background

Recent advances in imaging techniques such as
Gd‑EOB‑DTPA‑enhanced MRI and diffusion‑weighted imaging
allow detection of very small HCCs.[141,142] Earlier detection of
tumors may lead to better treatment outcomes after tumor ablation,
as tumor size is an important factor affecting the therapeutic
efficacy. However, localizing such small tumors with conventional
B‑mode US can be challenging as smaller tumors have a tendency
to have poor lesion conspicuity on US.[143] According to previous
studies,[144,145] 5.2%–25.3% of small HCCs had poor conspicuity
on planning US for radiofrequency ablation (RFA). As expected,
mistargeting (ablating a pseudolesion rather than a true lesion)
can occur after conventional US‑guided RFA.[142,146] In previous
studies, the most common cause of mistargeting was confusion
with cirrhotic nodules, followed by a poor conspicuity of the
HCC, a poor sonic window, a poor electrode path, and an
inaccurate electrode placement. These results are not surprising
because hepatitis B virus‑related liver cirrhosis is characterized
by macronodular cirrhosis, in which numerous pseudolesions
can mimic true small HCCs on US.[142,146] Therefore, CEUS has
been widely utilized to accurately localize small target lesions
and to guide tumor ablation.

Guidance of tumor ablation

Many studies reported that Sonazoid CEUS‑guided RFA has
several advantages over conventional B‑mode US‑guided
procedures.[5,45,49,50,57] First, Sonazoid CEUS increases the
detectability of small HCCs, compared with B‑mode US. In
one large study (N = 716), the detectability of HCC using
Sonazoid CEUS was much higher than that with B‑mode US
(93.2% vs. 83.5%, P = 0.04).[50] A recent study also reported that
equivocally conspicuous HCCs surrounded by cirrhosis‑related
pseudolesions can be accurately localized in up to 72% (31/43)
of HCCs using the postvascular phase of Sonazoid CEUS.[147]
According to the study, the postvascular phase was especially
helpful for identifying tumors with hypo‑ or isoechoic lesions
on the B‑mode US. Defect reperfusion imaging is also useful
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for localizing viable HCCs that have poor lesion conspicuity
on the B‑mode US. Either locally recurrent HCCs or new
HCCs undetectable on the B‑mode US can benefit from defect
reperfusion imaging with Sonazoid CEUS.[5,148,149] Not all small
tumors can be localized with CEUS. For example, tumors
located in the deep portions of the liver far from the skin may
not be identified due to US attenuation on conventional CEUS
in which low MI is used. Numata et al. suggested that high
MI can be applied intermittently during Sonazoid CEUS for
localizing these tumors, as it can destroy microbubbles in and
around the tumor and tumor vessels, and tumoral enhancement
may be visible because of backflow into the tumor.[66]
Second, Sonazoid CEUS facilitates accurate applicator
placement in the tumor during local ablation therapy. In
general, applicator insertion into the tumor can be accurately
performed when the target lesion has good conspicuity on the
B‑mode US. However, when the target lesion does not have
good conspicuity on the B‑mode US, the postvascular phase
is utilized for applicator placement as it has a long temporal
window and the target lesion can be seen as a defect.[57,150]
Third, Sonazoid CEUS can decrease the number of sessions
needed for RFA of HCCs.[50,57,145] According to a previous
study,[50] Sonazoid CEUS guidance reduced the number of RFA
sessions compared with B‑mode US guidance in a historical
cohort (mean ± SD: 1.33 ± 0.45 vs. 1.49 ± 0.76, P = 0.0019).
Sonazoid CEUS is also effective for guiding ablation for HCC
with local tumor progression (LTP) that is not clearly identifiable
with B‑mode US.[151] In the study, the number of treatment
sessions was significantly lower in the CEUS group than in the
conventional US group (mean ± SD: 1.1 ± 0.2 vs. 1.4 ± 0.6,
P = 0.037). This was because the technical success rate after a
single RFA session was significantly higher in the CEUS group
than in the B‑mode US group (94.7% vs. 65.0%, P = 0.043).[151]
Eventually, Sonazoid CEUS guidance can lead to better sustained
local tumor control compared to B‑mode US guidance. According
to a previous study,[152] sustained local control rate was much
higher in the CEUS‑guided RFA group than in the B‑mode
US‑guided group (85.3% vs. 66.4% at 2 years).
Fourth, periprocedural assessment of treatment response can be
performed with CEUS as it allows evaluation of the extent of
the ablation zone at the end of the ablation procedure.[45,153,154]
A residual viable tumor can be detected during the RFA session
using CEUS. In addition, CEUS may allow visualization of
immediate complications after RFA such as active bleeding,
hemobilia, or segmental infarction of the liver.[155] For these
reasons, CEUS may have the potential to reduce the number
of CT examinations after RFA.[156] However, a waiting time
after thermal ablation is required; this is to allow the echogenic
zone to fade out before performing CEUS. Currently, solid data
are lacking to support definitive recommendations regarding
the waiting time after RFA for CEUS evaluation of immediate
posttreatment response. Different waiting times—3 h[154] or
1 day[156,157]—after RFA have been used with Sonazoid CEUS
to evaluate the post‑RFA response.
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Follow‑up after tumor ablation

CEUS is very useful to identify LTP after tumor ablation.[5] A
suspicious area within the ablation zone can be confirmed to
have viable tumor using defect reperfusion imaging. However,
CEUS cannot replace CT or MRI for routine follow‑up
after tumor ablation as it does not allow assessment of both
intra‑ and extra‑hepatic tumor recurrence.[10]

Combined fusion imaging and contrast‑enhanced
ultrasound

High‑end US machines from many manufacturers provide
fusion imaging technology, and most of these are based on
electromagnetic tracking systems, which consist of a magnetic
field generator, a position sensor, and a position sensor unit.[158]
If a US machine capable of fusion imaging is available, it can
be utilized for localizing small inconspicuous tumors by using a
reference dataset such as preacquired CT/MR images.[158] Many
studies have reported that fusion imaging can improve tumor
visibility and technical feasibility of RFA for small HCCs.[159‑163]
CEUS can be combined with fusion imaging for localizing
small HCCs with poor lesion conspicuity. With fusion imaging,
most small tumors can be localized.[164] Even though the tumor
is not identified on fusion imaging, the operator can estimate
the location of the target lesion based on fused CT/MR
images before injecting contrast agent. Therefore, tumoral
enhancement in the arterial phase, which is characterized by
a short temporal window, may be observed in many cases.
If arterial enhancement is found with the initial injection of
Sonazoid and the lesion is seen as a defect in the postvascular
phase, it is not necessary to reinject Sonazoid for defect
reperfusion imaging. Therefore, the overall procedure time of
CEUS‑guided interventional procedures can be reduced.[158,165]
Min et al. reported that 83.3% (25/30) of small HCCs (mean 1.2 cm;
range 0.6–1.7 cm) inconspicuous on fusion imaging became
conspicuous after adding Sonazoid CEUS to fusion imaging.[165]
Among the tumors (N = 23) in which RFA was considered
feasible, the rates of technical success and major complication
were 91.3% (21/23) and 4.3% (1/23), respectively.[165]
Recurrent subcentimeter HCCs can also benefit from
percutaneous fusion imaging‑guided RFA, with the use of
CEUS as a problem‑solving tool. For recurrent subcentimeter
HCCs, Song et al. reported that the feasibility rate of
percutaneous RFA at planning US was 65.7% (138/210).[166]
It is noteworthy that the rate of both technical success and
technique efficacy was 98.4% (123/125) in that study. The
cumulative LTP rate at 3 years was 7.4%, and the major
complication rate was 2.5% (3/119).[166] Therefore, local
ablation therapy under fusion imaging and/or CEUS guidance
seems to be promising as it is effective and safe for the
management of small HCCs.[166‑168]
However, not all small tumors can be localized by fusion
imaging and/or CEUS as the detectability at US is intrinsically
limited by the sonographic window and the location and size
of the target lesion. Given that MR guidance has several
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advantages, such as the near real‑time guiding capability
of MR fluoroscopic imaging, higher sensitivity in detecting
small hepatic lesions, ability to monitor tissue temperature
during ablation, free selection of imaging planes, and absence
of ionizing radiation hazards,[169,170] MRI may be used as an
alternative guiding modality for small HCCs inconspicuous
on fusion imaging and/or CEUS.[167] However, MR‑compatible
devices are required for MR‑guided ablation procedures.
CQ13: Is Sonazoid CEUS helpful to perform local ablation
therapy for liver tumors?
Consensus Statement #13
Sonazoid CEUS improves tumor visibility and technical
feasibility of local ablation therapy and thereby leads to
favorable local tumor control for small HCCs inconspicuous
in B‑mode US. (A‑1)
(Agreement level 9.5, evidence level 9.5, recommendation
level 9.3)
CQ14: Is Sonazoid CEUS useful to assess treatment response
and complications at the end of local ablation therapy?
Consensus Statement #14
Early treatment response and presence of postablation
complications can be assessed with CEUS at the end of local
ablation therapy. (B‑2)
(Agreement level 8.4, evidence level 7.2, recommendation
level 7.7)
CQ15: Is combined fusion imaging and CEUS‑guided local
ablation effective for small hepatic tumors?
Consensus Statement #15
Combined fusion imaging and CEUS‑guided local ablation is
effective for the management of hepatic tumors inconspicuous
on B‑mode US. (B‑1)
(Agreement level 8.5, evidence level 8.2, recommendation
level 8.7)

Chapter 5: Quantitative Contrast‑Enhanced
Ultrasound
Monitoring treatment response
Background

Locoregional therapies, which conventionally include
ablation, whatever the modality used, and transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE), play a key role in the management
of patients with HCC.[75,171,172] For systemic therapy, CEUS may
enable early prediction and monitoring of treatment response.[173]

Monitoring treatment response for locoregional
treatments such as radiofrequency ablation or
transarterial chemoembolization

Unenhanced US is commonly used to guide ablation. It is easy
to use and widely available; however, even when combined
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with Doppler, it does not provide useful information on the
extent of the ablation. Assessment of the tissue perfusion is
crucial to differentiate necrotic from viable residual tumor.
The addition of Sonazoid in the arterial phase and/or defect
reperfusion imaging can provide important information on
the residual viable tumor.[5,147,151,156,174] In particular, defect
reperfusion imaging is very useful for detecting a residual
tumor or local recurrence after locoregional treatment, because
Sonazoid CEUS is less affected by the observer’s experience
and is more accurate in the diagnosis of local recurrence after
treatment for HCC than dynamic CT.[171,172,175]

Monitoring treatment response for systemic therapy

The Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST)
guidelines for the assessment of tumor response are no longer
considered adequate for locoregional treatment because of
the poor relationship between necrosis and tumor size.[176]
Accordingly, the RECIST criteria have been amended, at least
for HCC.[177]
Since antiangiogenic treatment frequently induces necrosis
without causing tumor shrinkage, functional imaging techniques
are particularly suitable for early assessment of response, a task
for which the RECIST criteria are unsatisfactory.
Studies of various types of tumors treated with antiangiogenic
therapies have confirmed that dynamic CEUS (other than
Sonazoid) may enable early prediction of response to
treatment.[20] However, the benefits of Sonazoid CEUS were
recently reported, including its usefulness for evaluation
and early detection of major adverse events.[173] It has been
reported that analysis of the TIC and arrival time parametric
imaging were useful for evaluating early response to sorafenib
for advanced HCC.[173,178‑182] Although Sonazoid enables the
evaluation of vascularity during systemic therapy that cannot
be detected by CECT or contrast‑enhanced MRI, Sonazoid may
only be useful to evaluate treatment response if the number of
HCCs is less than two or three.
CQ16: Is Sonazoid CEUS useful to evaluate the monitoring
treatment response after locoregional therapies (RFA, TACE,
etc.)?
Consensus Statement #16
Sonazoid CEUS is useful to provide important information
in monitoring after locoregional therapies (RFA, TACE,
etc.). (B‑1)
(Agreement level 8.5, evidence level 8.6, recommendation
level 8.6)
CQ17: Is Sonazoid CEUS useful in monitoring treatment
response after systemic therapy?
Consensus Statement #17
Sonazoid CEUS may be useful in monitoring treatment
response after systemic therapy for a limited number of
lesions. (B‑2)
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(Agreement level 8.1, evidence level 7.0, recommendation
level 7.5)

Others (fibrosis, etc.)
Background

Liver function is regulated by four factors: uptake,
metabolism, secretion by the liver cells, and sinusoidal
blood flow.[183] On the other hand, blood flow within the
liver parenchyma is strongly affected by histological
changes such as liver fibrosis, edema, and inflammation. [33]
If the disease has progressed to liver cirrhosis, blood flow
into the sinusoids from the portal vein is reduced and
compensated for by arterial blood (arterialization). [184]
Therefore, analysis of hemodynamics within the liver
parenchyma may become a relevant method for assessing
liver histology and function.

Arrival time parametric imaging

The color of each pixel within an arrival time parametric image
is encoded as red or yellow according to its arrival time: if
earlier than 5 s, red; and if later than 5 s, yellow. Several studies
suggested that arrival time parametric images can depict the
histological evolution, especially the grade of liver fibrosis,
seen in different chronic liver diseases.[108,185,186]

Perfusion parametric imaging

The pixel color coding in a perfusion parametric image is
determined with respect to portal vein arrival time: pixels
with an arrival time earlier than portal arrival time are coded
as red, and if later than portal arrival time, as blue. When the
liver parenchyma becomes red‑dominant, this indicates the
arterialization of blood flow within the liver parenchyma.
Marked arterialization is generally only observed in patients
with liver cirrhosis.[185]

FLASH imaging

FLASH imaging is performed to burst microbubbles
accumulated in the liver parenchyma by high‑power pulses in
the postvascular phase at 10 min after Sonazoid administration.
FLASH images are used to measure the distance between
the liver surface and collapsed microbubbles. It has been
suggested that FLASH images obtained in the postvascular
phase may enable comprehensive and noninvasive assessment
of pathologic changes related to liver disease progression; such
assessments may include not only staging of liver fibrosis but
also estimation of Kupffer cell function in patients with chronic
liver disease.[187]

Chapter 6: Other Organs
Contrast‑enhanced ultrasound for pancreatobiliary
disease

A few retrospective studies have reported the use of
Sonazoid CEUS in diagnosis of pancreatobiliary disease.
Three‑dimensional contrast‑enhanced patterns are useful for
the differential diagnosis of solid pancreatic lesions, with a
reported diagnostic accuracy of 90.5%.[188] For the gallbladder,
Sonazoid CEUS showed 94% sensitivity, 89% specificity,
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and 92% accuracy in the differential diagnosis of malignant
and benign polypoid lesions[189] and 85.2% accuracy in the
diagnosis of gangrenous cholecystitis.[190]

Contrast‑enhanced endoscopic ultrasound for pancreas
Background

Most pancreatic lesions, including carcinomas, neuroendocrine
neoplasms, and inflammatory tumors, exhibit low‑echoic solid
masses on conventional endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). It is
sometimes difficult to differentiate carcinomas from other
tumors among the low‑echoic solid masses depicted on the
conventional EUS. Contrast harmonic imaging can detect
signals from microbubbles in the vessels with very slow flow
without Doppler‑related artifacts. With first‑generation UCAs
such as Levovist® (Schering AG, Berlin, Germany), a contrast
harmonic imaging technique was not available for EUS
because the transducer of the echoendoscope was too small to
produce enough acoustic power for contrast harmonic imaging.
Second‑generation UCAs such as SonoVue® (Bracco Imaging,
Milan, Italy) and Sonazoid® produce harmonic signals at lower
acoustic power and are therefore suitable for EUS imaging at
low acoustic power.[191,192] Several studies have evaluated the
utility of contrast‑enhanced EUS (CE‑EUS) for diagnosing
solid lesions in the pancreas.

Strength of evidence

Basic B‑mode EUS is limited in its ability to characterize
pancreatic solid lesions because it depicts various kinds
of tumors as low‑echoic masses. Contrast enhancement
improves the ability to discriminate ductal carcinomas from
other tumors.[193] The characterization of pancreatic solid
masses is generally based on a qualitative assessment of
the degree of enhancement, compared with the surrounding
tissue. The typical pattern of ductal carcinomas on CE‑EUS is
hypoenhancement (lower echo intensity of the tumor than the
surrounding tissue), while the typical pattern of inflammatory
mass and neuroendocrine tumors is isoenhancement and
hyperenhancement, respectively.[194]
There are two published meta‑analyses on the role of
contrast‑enhanced EUS for the diagnosis of solid lesions in
the pancreas. Gong et al. analyzed CE‑EUS for the diagnosis
of adenocarcinoma and the pooled sensitivity and specificity
were 94% (91%–95%) and specificity 89% (85%–92%)
respectively. [195] However, this study included not only
CE‑EUS but also contrast‑enhanced Doppler EUS.
Yamashita et al. focused on CE‑EUS and reported that its
sensitivity and specificity for differentiating ductal carcinomas
from the other tumors with CE‑EUS were 93% and 80%,
respectively.[196] Regarding CE‑EUS with Sonazoid, Kitano
et al. reported that CE‑EUS‑depicted hypoenhancement
diagnoses ductal carcinomas with a sensitivity and specificity
of 95.1% (92.7%–96.7%) and 89.0% (83.0%–93.1%),
respectively.[197] For diagnosing small (≤2 cm) carcinomas by
CE‑EUS, the sensitivity and specificity were 91.2% (82.5%–
95.1%) and 94.4% (86.2%–98.1%), respectively. CE‑EUS
is superior to Multidetector CT (MDCT) in diagnosing
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small (≤2 cm) carcinomas (P < 0.05). CE‑EUS‑depicted
hypervascular enhancement diagnoses neuroendocrine tumors
with a sensitivity and specificity of 78.9% (61.4%–89.7%) and
98.7% (96.7%–98.8%), respectively. The recent development
of software for TIC analysis enables some degree of
quantitative assessment.[198‑201]
CQ18: Is CE‑EUS with Sonazoid useful for characterization
of solid lesions in the pancreas?
Consensus Statement #18
CE‑EUS with Sonazoid is useful for the characterization of
solid lesions in the pancreas. (A‑1)
(Agreement level 9.1, evidence level 8.5, recommendation
level 8.8)
CQ19: Is CE‑EUS useful for differentiation of malignant
cysts from benign cysts in the pancreas?
Consensus Statement #19
CE‑EUS can be recommended to differentiate malignant from
benign cysts in the pancreas. (B‑2)
(Agreement level 8.3, evidence level 6.9, recommendation
level 7.8)

Contrast‑enhanced endoscopic ultrasound for gallbladder
Background

Differential diagnosis of gallbladder lesions is challenging.
Gallbladder lesions include sludge, cholesterol polyps,
adenomyomatosis, and cancer. These lesions sometimes appear
similar on ultrasonographic images. To resolve this, several
studies have evaluated the utility of CE‑EUS for diagnosing
gallbladder lesions.[202‑206]

Study procedure

For evaluation of gallbladder lesions, SonoVue or Sonazoid is
used. After contrast agent infusion, vascular and enhancement
patterns are assessed by the examination of continuous
0–15 s (vascular images) and 40–60 s (perfusion images)
images, respectively.[202]

Contrast‑enhanced endoscopic ultrasound for gallbladder
lesions

Gallbladder sludge and gallstones show the absence of
enhancement on CE‑EUS, whereas other gallbladder lesions
appear enhanced in almost all cases.[202,203] Kamata et al.
evaluated 125 patients with localized gallbladder lesions
using CE‑EUS.[202] In this study, the positive predictive
value (PPV) of cancer with spotty vessels, no vessels, and
irregular vessels in the vascular phase images of CE‑EUS
was 15%, 0%, and 95%, respectively. In contrast, the PPV of
cancer with homogeneous, absent, homogeneous with clear
perfusion defects, and heterogeneous enhancement in the
CE‑EUS perfusion images was 5.9%, 3.3%, 0%, and 97%,
respectively. Irregular vessel patterns in the vascular images
and heterogeneous enhancement in the perfusion images are
the significant predictive factors for gallbladder cancer. In one
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study, irregular vessels and/or heterogeneous patterns on the
CE‑EUS predicted malignancy with sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy of 90%, 98%, and 96%, respectively.[202] Choi et al.
assessed 93 patients with gallbladder polyps larger than 10 mm
using CE‑EUS.[203] They also found that irregular vessels and
perfusion defects (equivalent to heterogeneous enhancement)
were the signs of malignancy. The sensitivity, specificity, PPV,
and negative predictive value of the CE‑EUS for diagnosing
malignant gallbladder polyps were 93.5%, 93.2%, 87.8%, and
96.5%, respectively. Moreover, the management plan was
changed after CE‑EUS in 8 out of 93 (8.6%) patients. Imazu et al.
evaluated the utility of CE‑EUS for the differential diagnosis
of gallbladder wall thickening in 36 patients.[204] In this study,
the overall sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy for diagnosing
malignant gallbladder wall thickening of conventional EUS
versus CE‑EUS were 83.3% versus 89.6%, 65% versus 98%,
and 73.1% versus 94.4%, respectively. The authors reported
that heterogeneous distribution pattern of the contrast agent
on CE‑EUS was significantly linked to the wall thickening
of gallbladder carcinoma with 0.94 of the AUC. Sugimoto
et al. evaluated 35 patients who underwent CE‑EUS for
gallbladder lesions 10 mm or more in diameter.[205] In this study,
a brindled enhancement pattern (equivalent to heterogeneous
enhancement) was considered a sign of malignancy. As
evaluated by three inexperienced endosonographers, the
overall sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of CE‑EUS for
diagnosing gallbladder cancer were 76.1%, 66.7% and 69.4%,
respectively, which were lower than reported in other studies.
This result indicates that an experienced endosonographer is
needed to evaluate the CE‑EUS findings. Leem et al. evaluated
35 cases of gallbladder masses and reported that malignant
masses tended to show heterogeneous patterns both on
conventional EUS and CE‑EUS.[206] When CE‑EUS was used
in addition to conventional EUS for diagnosing malignant
masses, the sensitivity increased to 97.1% from 77.1%, but
the specificity decreased to 55.5% from 82.7%. They also
performed a univariate analysis of predictive variables for
gallbladder malignant masses and found that the odds ratio for
malignancy of heterogeneous patterns on conventional EUS
was 16.1 while that on CE‑EUS was 42.3.
Taken together, these studies strongly suggest that irregular
vessels and heterogeneous patterns on the CE‑EUS are the
significant predictive factors for gallbladder cancer. Based
upon these findings, CE‑EUS may improve diagnostic accuracy
for malignant gallbladder lesions. However, CE‑EUS is not
necessary in the majority of cases and has not been widely
used. Moreover, further prospective studies involving larger
numbers of cases are warranted.
CQ20: Is CE‑EUS useful for differential diagnosis of biliary
sludge from polypoid gallbladder lesions?
Consensus Statement #20
CE‑EUS can be used for differential diagnosis of biliary sludge
from polypoid gallbladder lesions. (B‑2)
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(Agreement level 8.0, evidence level 7.1, recommendation
level 7.9)
CQ21: Is CE‑EUS useful for differential diagnosis of benign
and malignant gallbladder lesions?
Consensus Statement #21
CE‑EUS can be used for differentiating between benign and
malignant gallbladder lesions. (B‑2)
(Agreement level 7.6, evidence level 7.0, recommendation
level 7.5)

Chapter 7: Others
Limitations

Similar to other US imaging techniques, Sonazoid‑enhanced
CEUS shows limitations under the following conditions:
poor acoustic window caused by the presence of bowel
gas or abundant fatty tissue in the US path; insufficient US
transmission due to deep‑seated, narrow intercostal space, or
obese body habitus; and movement during scanning.[43,207] In
addition, it is also limited within blind spots such as the liver
dome or lateral part of the liver, similar to other US imaging
techniques, even though this problem can be reduced by
postural change.[45] Other limitations are the technique and
experience of a CEUS operator, which influences diagnosis
accuracy. For this reason, CEUS training and standardization
of CEUS examination are important.

Artifacts
Pseudoenhancement artifact

In some cases involving strongly echogenic lesions, the
echogenic interface is not completely canceled in nonlinear
imaging so that it is seen on contrast agent imaging and is
difficult to separate from microbubble signals. Examples
of strongly echogenic lesions include calcifications, AMLs
and hemangiomas, and air bubbles produced during thermal
ablation. These are attributed to the ineffective subtraction
of nonlinear harmonic signals of these echogenic lesions and
the echogenic interface.[208] This artifact can be suppressed by
adjusting power and gain settings to the proper level. When
there is a need to differentiate this artifact from true contrast
signals, a high MI flash imaging can be helpful. After the
flash, true enhancement will be lost and reperfusion will occur,
whereas a pseudoenhancement artifact will persist regardless
of the flash.

Pseudowash‑out artifact

This artifact is related to the accelerated bubble destruction
when the transducer is held fixed in the same location. A slowly
enhancing lesion can show this phenomenon due to unintended
bubble destruction when the transducer remains in a stationary
position for a long time and may lead to misdiagnosis.
Lowering the frame rate, intermittent imaging, placing the
focal zone beyond the area of interest, and sweeping through
a lesion may help avoid this artifact.[208]
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Veiling artifacts (or veiling effect)

Sonazoid has a unique artifact known as a “veiling
artifact.”[209] The veiling artifact appears on B‑mode images
in the postvascular phase (Kupffer phase). This artifact
is seen as an echogenic wavy line that moves inferiorly
over a sequence of images. It may be because Sonazoid
microbubbles with shell stiffer than other UCAs are
densely taken up by Kupffer cells during the postvascular
phase (Kupffer phase).

Safety considerations
Basic safety considerations: Cavitation and its biological
effects

The effects of US irradiation on the biological tissues are
categorized into thermal effects and mechanical (or nonthermal)
effects. The use of UCAs may induce additional effects caused
by both thermal and mechanical mechanisms, although the
mechanical effect is dominant.
The phenomenon of bubbles undergoing volumetric oscillation
under the condition of pressure fluctuation is known as
cavitation. This is an important phenomenon that brings about a
wide range of biological effects by various mechanisms. Stable
oscillation of the bubbles under conditions of relatively low
pressure is called noninertial (stable) cavitation, while violent
oscillation that causes collapse and fragmentation of bubbles
is called inertial (transient) cavitation.
By nature, there are no bubbles in the human tissues.
High‑intensity long‑duration US is required to induce inertial
cavitation for therapeutic applications. Short‑duration
diagnostic US pulses normally do not induce cavitation;
however, it is known that irradiation of pulmonary alveoli or
gas bubbles in the intestine with such pulses can induce the
mechanical effects of cavitation, and basic studies indicate the
possibility of UCA microbubbles showing similar behavior
on exposure to diagnostic US.[210,211] Clinical practitioners
should be aware that the use of UCAs in CEUS distributes
microbubbles inside the body, thus increasing the possibility
of inertial cavitation, and therefore increases the likelihood
of bioeffects.

Reduction of cavitation effects

The WFUMB Safety Committee describes a number of
strategies to reduce the likelihood of bioeffects.[212]
• Reduction of UCA dose
• Imaging with lower MI
• Imaging with higher US frequency
• Reduction of the duration of examination
• Adjusting the timing of cardiac triggering in cardiac
application.
The WFUMB Safety Committee recommends that the use of a
UCA should be avoided 24 h before extracorporeal shock wave
therapy.[213,214] Additional care should be taken when longer
duration pulses for acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI)
imaging are used.
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Clinical safety consideration: Adverse events

Of the 397 subjects evaluated in the preapproval Sonazoid
studies in Korea, there were 25 (6.3%) reported adverse
events. The most commonly noted adverse events
were diarrhea (1.0%, n = 4), headache (1.0%, n = 4),
proteinuria (0.8%; n = 3), neutropenia (0.5%; n = 2),
exanthema (0.5%; n = 2), dry mouth (0.5%; n = 2), and
injection site discomfort (0.5%; n = 2) at the time of Sonazoid
approval.[215]
According to the postmarketing studies involving 3066 patients
in Korea, the adverse event rate was 3.2% (99/3066 patients,
138 events), regardless of relevancy.[215] The most commonly
noted adverse events were the elevation of aspartate
aminotransferase (more than 1%, less than 10%). Elevation
of alanine aminotransferase, bilirubin, and C‑reactive protein,
abdominal pain, nausea, and urticaria was reported to be more
than 0.1% and less than 1%. The rare adverse events (<0.1%)
were chill, general weakness, back pain, fatigue, indigestion,
dizziness, sensory abnormality, pneumonia, and falling down.
Among them, chill, indigestion, abdominal pain, nausea,
and urticaria were deemed to be at least possibly related to
Sonazoid.
A recent diagnostic trial in Korea evaluated adverse
events in 524 patients. [78] The adverse event rate was
5.7% (30/524; 95% CI: 3.9%–8.1%). There were 39
adverse events (Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events [CTCAE] grade 1, 32 events; grade 2, 7 events),
which were judged to be possibly (n = 15), probably (n = 16),
or definitely (n = 8) associated with the administration of
perfluorobutane. All participants recovered without specific
treatment. None of the participants suffered long‑term or
serious (CTCAE grade 3 or more) adverse events. The most
commonly noted adverse events were diarrhea (2.1%, n = 11),
headache (1.9%, n = 10), dyspepsia (0.8%; n = 4), abdominal
pain (0.6%; n = 3), chills (0.4%; n = 2), hot flush (0.4%; n = 2),
and nausea (0.4%; n = 2) at the time of approval.
According to the postmarketing studies involving 3422 patients
in Japan, there were 0.5% (17 cases among 3422 patients) adverse
events, regardless of relevancy.[216] A Japanese multicenter trial
reported an adverse drug reaction rate of 10.4% (95% CI:
6.1%–14.7%) (20 cases among 193 patients).[217] The most
common adverse events were albuminuria 1.6% (3 cases
among 193 patients) and diarrhea 1.6% (3 cases among
193 patients). All adverse drug reactions were mild. No deaths
and serious or severe adverse events were reported in this study.

2.

3.

To reduce adverse effects, CEUS examinations should
be carried out using a lower dose of the agent, lower MI
with higher frequency, and examination times that are As
Short As Reasonably Achievable for obtaining essential
diagnostic information, according to the As Low As
Reasonably Achievable principle
Use of a UCA should be avoided 24 h before extracorporeal
shock wave therapy, and additional care should be taken
when longer duration pulses for ARFI imaging are used.

Contraindications

Sonazoid is contraindicated in patients with a history of
hypersensitivity to the active substance or to any of the
excipients (sucrose, perfluorobutane, and H‑EPSNa).[218] The
possibility of hypersensitivity, including serious, life‑threatening
anaphylactoid reaction, or anaphylactoid shock should always
be considered.[218] Advanced life support facilities should be
readily available.
For the following cases, special warnings and precautions for
use are required.[218] Sonazoid contains a chicken egg‑derived
surfactant (H‑EPSNa). In patients with a history of allergy
to eggs or egg products, Sonazoid should be used only if the
benefit clearly outweighs the potential risk. Care should be
taken in patients with right‑to‑left arteriovenous cardiac or
pulmonary shunt, as Sonazoid enters the circulation directly
without passing through the lungs.
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